
Combinatorics, Probability & Computing (1995) 4 269{278CONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCES AMONGFOUR RANDOM VARIABLES I.1F. MAT�U�S and M. STUDEN�Y2The conditional independences within a system of four discrete random variables arestudied simultaneously. The problem where independences can occur at the sametime, called the problem of probabilistic representability, is attacked by an analysisof cones of polymatroids. New results on the cone of all polymatroids satisfyingIngleton inequalities imply a substantial reduction of the problem and an explicitdescription of the remaining open cases.31. IntroductionLet N be a �nite set and S(N) the family of all couples (ijjK) where K � N and ijis the union of two, not necessarily di�erent, singletons i and j of N�K. Elements andsingletons of N are not distinguished and the unions of subsets of N are written simplyas juxtapositions. Having a system of random variables � = (�i)i2N with subsystems�K = (�k)k2K, K � N , we introduce the notationj[�]j = f(ijjK) 2 S(N); � : i ? jjKg;where � : i ? jjK is the abbreviation of the statement \�i is conditionally independent of�j given �K". The subsystem �; is presumed to be constant.A subfamily L � S(N) is called probabilistically (p{) representable if there exists asystem �, called its p{representation, such that L = j[�]j. We prefer to speak about arelation L for it is in fact a binary relation on the power set of N . The paper is intendedas the �rst installment of a series of papers whose �nal aim is to characterize the classP(N) of all p{representable relations for a four-element set N .First problems of this kind emerged in works of J. Pearl and his collaborators pre-ceding his book [10], where the conditional independences among subsystems �I; �J and�K; I; J;K � N disjoint, were studied en block. The corresponding families of triplets1This research was supported by Internal Grants 27510 and 27564 of Czech Academy of Sciences.2Postal address of both authors: Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Pod vod�arenskouv�e�z�� 4, 182 08 Prague, Czech Republic (matus@utia.cas.cz, studeny@utia.cas.cz)3Key words and phrases: Conditional independence, Functional dependence, Dependence/Indepen-dence structures/relations, Polymatroids, Semimatroids, Matroids, Ingleton inequality, Probabilistic rep-resentations, Shannon entropy. 1



(I; J;K) have been called conditional independence relations or also (in)dependence mod-els. Let us remark that there is no loss of generality when the sets I and J are admittedto be singletons only (cf. [6]) and that the original Pearl's problem to characterize all con-ditional independence relations is equivalent to the question which relation L containedin R(N) = f(ijjK) 2 S(N); i 6= jg is p{representable. Pearl's conjecture about a simple�nite axiomatic framework appeared untrue [12].The �rst steps toward the nondisjoint case and the above formulation of the problemof p{representability were done in [7]. Note that the statement � : i ? ijK means that thevariable �i is functionally dependent on the subsystem �K and thus our setting includesimplicitly also this kind of dependence. In the very formulation the p{representablerelations comprise linear matroids (see [5]) and all p{representations of matroids are of ahighly symmetric form (see [7]). For other results and references see [5]{[8] and [11]{[14].The original practical motivation stems from the observation that the knowledge ofP(N), at least for small sets N , might contribute to understanding of conditional infer-ence in expert systems with uncertainty. The theoretical motivation is that of intriguing\probabilistic combinatorial con�gurations". In this respect our task resembles to con-structions of the catalogues of combinatorial or algebraical structures and is analogicallyintended to serve as a motivating source of examples.The paper is organized as follows. In order to establish necessary notations we re-view in Section 2 the methodology of [7] based on the use of Shannon entropy and relatedcones of polymatroids. Accordingly, all relations fromP(N) are viewed as p{representablesemimatroids; these are discussed in Section 3, where also the solution of the problem ofp{representability in the cases jN j � 3 is outlined. After recognizing the role of Ingletoninequalities in the four-element case (Section 4) we introduce the notion of Ingleton semi-matroid and prove that these semimatroids are p{representable. All canonical examplesare listed consequently. In the last two sections we characterize explicitly all semimatroidsthat are not Ingleton. This will be the starting point of the next paper with same title.2. PreliminariesWe shall work with real functions de�ned on the power set P(N) of N , with theirdi�erences4h(ijjK) = h(iK) + h(jK)� h(ijK)� h(K); h 2 RP(N); (ijjK) 2 S(N);and with the relations j[h]j = f(ijjK) 2 S(N); 4h(ijjK) = 0g :The central place of our considerations will be occupied by the convex coneH(N) = fh 2 RP(N); h(;) = 0 and 4h(ijjK) � 0; (ijjK) 2 S(N)g;this means that the set functions from H(N) are normalized, nondecreasing and semi-modular. Note that the requirements 4h(ijK) � 0 for K 6= N � i are superuous. Everypair (N; h) corresponds to a polymatroid, see [15].A relation L � S(N) is called semimatroid on N if and only if L = j[h]j for someh 2 H(N); we comment this situation also by saying that L arises from h. For the class2



of all semimatroids on N we reserve the symbol S(N). Matroids are the semimatroidsarising from the rank functions of matroids, see [7], [15].If � is a system of random variables then we denote the Shannon entropy of thesubsystem �I by h�(I), I � N . It is a well-known fact that the set function h� (called in[2] entropy function) belongs to H(N) and, moreover,4h�(ijjK) = 0 , � : i ? jjK; (ijjK) 2 S(N);which implies j[�]j = j[h�]j. Hence, every p{representable relation is a semimatroid; insymbols P(N) � S(N).The intersection of two semimatroids is a semimatroid (j[h1]j \ j[h2]j = j[h1 + h2]j forany h1; h2 2 H(N)) and thus (S(N);\) is a semilattice. The intersection of two p{representable semimatroids is p{representable. In fact, if the independent systems �1 and�2 are combined coordinatewise � = ((�1i ; �2i ))i2N then the equality j[�1]j\j[�2]j = j[�]j followsfrom h� = h�1 + h�2. Hence (P(N);\) is a subsemilattice of (S(N);\).A semimatroid L is said to be irreducible in S(N) (or S{irreducible) if it cannot bewritten as a nontrivial intersection of two semimatroids from S(N), thus if L1\L2 = L andL1;L2 2 S(N) imply L1 = L or L2 = L; see [1]. The same notion applies to (P(N);\).Consequently, every S{irreducible semimatroid L 2 P(N) is also P{irreducible. Allsemilattices are considered for lattices in the usual sense.Two relations L1;L2 � S(N) will be isomorphic if there exists a permutation � on Nsuch that (ijjK) 2 L1 if and only if (�(i)�(j)j�(K)) 2 L2, where �(K) = f�(k); k 2 Kg.A type will be a class of all isomorphic relations. If a relation is semimatroid whichis p{representable and irreducible in either of the above two senses then all isomorphicrelations are semimatroids with the corresponding properties, respectively. This makespossible to use the introduced notions directly for types.3. Semimatroids and polymatroidsIn this section we shall describe the structure of the lattice of semimatroids and, asan illustration, we solve the p{representability problem for at most three-element sets N .The cone H(N) is pointed and has a �nite number of extreme rays. By its face weunderstand a nonempty intersection of H(N) with one of its supporting hyperplanes.Intersection of two faces is a face and the lattice of all faces of H(N), denoted by F(N),is known to be �nite and atomic. Its atoms are the extreme rays of H(N). (All theseobservations are almost trivial as they follow from general properties of cones in Euclideanspaces, see e. g. [4].)Lemma 1. The lattices S(N) and F(N) are antiisomorphic.Proof. The binary relation (ijjK) � h , 4h(ijjK) = 0 between S(N) and H(N)gives rise to Galois connection L ! L� and F ! F�. Here the closed convex coneL� = fh 2 H(N); 8(ijjK) 2 L (ijjK) � hg = fh 2 H(N); j[h]j � Lg; L � S(N);is a face. To verify this fact the equivalent de�nition of faces requiring h1; h2 2 F as soonas ah1 + h2 2 F for some h1; h2 2 H(N) and a > 0 is to be used. The relationF� = f(ijjK) 2 S(N); 8h 2 F (ijjK) � hg =\fj[h]j; h 2 Fg; F � H(N);3



is clearly a semimatroid.Next, plainly L�� = Tfj[h]j; j[h]j � Lg = L if L is a semimatroid. It rests to demonstrateF = F�� for faces. An appeal to the general properties of Galois connections will thenclose the proof, cf. [1].If F = H(N) then evidently F = F��. Let F = fh 2 H(N); (g; h) = 0g be a facedi�erent from H(N), where g 2 RP(N) is a normal vector of a supporting hyperplane.We can suppose g to satisfy g(;) = 0, g 6= 0 and (g; h) � 0 for any h 2 H(N). Then gbelongs to the polar cone of H(N) and there exist nonnegative numbers a(ijjK) such that(g; h) = X(ijjK)2S(N) a(ijjK)4h(ijjK) ; h 2 RP(N); h(;) = 0:Denoting by L = f(ijjK) 2 S(N); a(ijjK) > 0g 6= ; we can write F = L� and as alwaysL� = L��� we have the desired F = F��.Consequence 1. The lattice S(N) is coatomic. Its coatoms arise from the functionsgenerating extreme rays of H(N).A characterization of the extreme rays of the cone H(N) was found in [9]. It impliesthat the rank function of a matroid generates an extreme ray of H(N) if and only if thematroid is connected after deleting all its loops.If jN j � 3 then there are no other extreme rays and if jN j = 4 then the cone H(N)has in addition to the 27 matroid extreme rays further 14 extreme rays (see e.g. [8]).They are generated by the functions (i 2 N)g(2)i (J) = 2; J = i; g(3)i (J) = jJ j; i 62 J;= minf2; jJ jg; J 6= i; = minf3; jJ j+ 1g; i 2 J;and (i; j 2 N; i 6= j)fij(K) = 3; K 2 fik; jk; il; jl; klg;= minf4; 2jKjg; otherwise;where kl = N � ij. The number of semimatroids irreducible in S(N) is thus 1, 2, 4, 9, 42and the number of corresponding types is 1, 2, 3, 5, 12 for jN j = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4, respectively.In [5] we proved that every matroid which is linearly representable over a �nite �eld isalso p{representable. Hence for jN j � 4 all matroids are p{representable. Also the irre-ducible semimatroids j[g(2)i ]j and j[g(3)i ]j, i 2 N; are p{representable, as their free extensionsare the uniform matroids of rank 2 and 3 on a �ve-element set, respectively (for details onextensions see [9], [7]). Their p{representations will be included in the Example below.The semimatroids j[fij]j were found not to be p{representable in [7].The above mentioned facts together with Consequence 1 allow us to state the equalityP(N) = S(N), jN j � 3. The lattice isomorphisms below may be trivially veri�ed.P(N) � P(N); jN j � 1;� U � P(N); jN j = 2;� V � P(N); jN j = 3;where U is a two-element lattice and V is the 22-element lattice of all semimatroidswhich are contained in R(N), see Figure. The decompositions of S(N) into the Cartesianproducts are not accidental, cf. [7]. 4



4. Ingleton inequalityFrom now on we shall assume that the set N has four elements; jN j = 4. For brevitywe omit N in expressions like P(N), H(N), etc. The symbols i; j; k and l will alwaysdenote distinct elements of N .The nonnegativity of the expression2h(ij) = h(ik) + h(jk) + h(il) + h(jl) + h(kl)� h(ij)� h(k)� h(l)� h(ikl)� h(jkl)is a necessary condition for a matroid with the rank function h to be linear, see [3], [15].By H2 we denote the subcone of H de�ned by means of the six Ingleton inequalities2h(ij) � 0.One of the main arts in our proofs below is the following chain of equalities exhibiting�ve masks of 2h(ij). The function h is dropped out so that we work with functionals.2(ij) = 4(klji) +4(kljj) +4(ijj;)�4(klj;)= 4(klji) +4(jljk) +4(ijj;)�4(jlj;)= 4(ijjk) +4(ikjl) +4(kljj)�4(ikjj)= 4(ijjk) +4(ijjl) +4(kljij)�4(ijjkl)= 4(ijjk) +4(ikjl) +4(kljij)�4(ikjjl) :Lemma 2. The cone H2 has 35 extreme rays; they coincide with the extreme rays ofH di�erent from those generated by the functions fij; i; j 2 N distinct.Proof. We divide the cone H into two subcones H� = fh 2 H;rh � 0g andH+ = fh 2 H;rh � 0g, whererh = XI�N(�1)jIj�1h(I) = 4h(ijjkl) +4h(ijj;)�4h(ijjk)�4h(ijjl); h 2 RP(N)(i; j; k; l can be arbitrary distinct elements of N). By examining the fourth mask we mayrealize the identity 4(ijj;) +4(kljij) = 2(ij) +r;and thus H� � H2. All matroid extreme rays of H belong clearly to H2 as the cor-responding matroids are linear and thus satisfy all Ingleton inequalities. From rg(2)i =rg(3)i = �1 we deduce that H2 has at least 35 extreme rays.The second part of the proof is based on the fact that the cone H� has exactly33 extreme rays (see Example in [8]). These may be obtained by removing from thepreviously mentioned 35 rays the two rays generated by the rank functions r1 and r3 ofthe uniform matroids of the ranks 1 and 3, respectively. It remains to verify that everyfunction h 2 H2 is a conical combination of r1; r3 and a function g 2 H�. To this end letus set g = h�minf4h(ijj;)g r1 �minf4h(ijjkl)g r3 ;where the minima range over six-element sets of di�erences. This function is plainly anelement of H2 (note that 2g = 2h as 2r1 = 2r3 = 0). It has one di�erence with ; andone di�erence with a two-element set on the second place of the indexing couple equal5



to zero. We claim that g 2 H�. Indeed, if 4g(ijj;) = 0 and 4g(kljij) = 0 then, dueto the above identity, rg = �2g(ij) � 0. In addition, the equalities 4g(ijj;) = 0 and4g(ijjkl) � 4g(ikjjl) = 0 yield rg = 4g(kljij) � 2g(ij) � 0, as a consequence of thefourth and �fth masks.5. Ingleton semimatroidsWe say that L 2 S is an Ingleton semimatroid if and only if L = j[h]j for some h 2 H2.This notion applies immediately to the types. The lattice of Ingleton semimatroids willbe denoted by S2.Theorem 1. Every Ingleton semimatroid is p{representable; formally S2 � P. Thereare eleven P{irreducible Ingleton types.Proof. First assertion follows from Lemma 2 and from the discussion about the p{representability of the coatoms of S in Section 3. Moreover, the lattice S2 is coatomicand its coatoms are also coatoms of S by Consequence 1. Thus for Ingleton semimatroidsthe S{irreducibility coincides with the P{ and S2{irreducibility.In the following example we list representatives of the P{irreducible Ingleton typesand give their p{representations. The employed notation for rank functions will be usedlater.Example. Let N = f1; 2; 3; 4g and 
 = fa; b; c; : : :g be a �nite probability spacewith the uniform probability distribution; the number of elementary events will be clearfrom the context. Random variables on 
 are given as partitions corresponding to inverseimages.1. L = S = j[0]j is p{representable by constants �1 = �2 = �3 = �4 = (a).2. L = j[rf2;3;4g1 ]j (the matroid of rank 1 with the loops 2, 3 and 4) is p{representableby �1 = (a)(b); �2 = �3 = �4 = (ab).3. L = j[rf3;4g1 ]j (the matroid of rank 1 with the loops 3 and 4) has the p{representation� consisting of �1 = �2 = (a)(b); �3 = �4 = (ab).4. L = j[rf4g1 ]j (the matroid of rank 1 with the loop 4) has the p{representation �1 =�2 = �3 = (a)(b); �4 = (ab).5. L = j[r1]j (the uniformmatroid of rank 1) is represented by four identical nonconstantrandom variables �1 = �2 = �3 = �4 = (a)(b).6. L = j[rf4g2 ]j (the matroid with the loop 4 and with the uniform submatroid of rank2 on f1; 2; 3g) has the p{representation given by �1 = (ab)(cd), �2 = (ac)(bd),�3 = (ad)(bc) and �4 = (abcd).7. L = j[r1k42 ]j (the matroid with two parallel elements 1 and 4 and with the uniformsubmatroid of rank 2 on f1; 2; 3g) has the p{representation as in the previous caseexcept from �4 = �1.8. L = j[r2]j (the uniform matroid of rank 2) can be represented by �1 = (abc)(def)(ghi),�2 = (adg)(beh)(c�), �3 = (aei)(bfg)(cdh) and �4 = (afh)(bdi)(ceg).6



9. L = j[r3]j (the uniform matroid of rank 3) is representable by �1 = (abcd)(efgh),�2 = (aceg)(bdfh), �3 = (abef)(cdgh) and �4 = (adfg)(bceh).10. L = j[g(2)4 ]j has the p{representation as in 6. but �4 = (a)(b)(c)(d).11. L = j[g(3)4 ]j is representable as in 9. but �4 = (ah)(bg)(cf)(de).Every semimatroid above is accompanied by a \standard" p{representation �. Thisp{representation has the property that the cardinality of its probability space is as smallas possible. Moreover, any p{representation of a semimatroid from 6.{11. that is de�nedon a probability space of the same cardinality as the given 
 does not practically di�erfrom the standard �. This means that its probability space must be equipped with theuniform distribution and the p{representations (partitions) coincide up to a bijection (cf.also Theorem of [7]). Note that every subsystem �K of every standard �, taken as apartition of 
, consists from blocks of the same cardinality. The corresponding entropyfunctions are proportional to the rank functions, respectively.6. More about the cone HThe last two sections of the paper are devoted to an explicit description of the classS � S2 of semimatroids which are not Ingleton. This task calls for further insight intothe structure of the cone H.Lemma 3. The cone H2ij = fh 2 H; 2h(ij) � 0g; i; j 2 N distinct, is the convexhull of 15 extreme rays. They are generated by the 15 linearly independent functions fij,rijk1 , rijl1 , rikl1 , rjkl1 , r1, r3, ri1, rj1, rik1 , rjk1 , ril1 , rjl1 , rk2 and rl2, where kl = N � ij:Proof. Looking at the �ve masks of 2(ij) we observe that the cone H2ij is de�nedequivalently by the nonnegativity of �2(ij), of the four di�erences 4(mjN �m); m 2 N ,and of the ten di�erences corresponding to the elements of the setMij = f(kljij); (ijj;); (ijjk); (ijjl); (klji); (kljj); (ikjl); (jkjl); (iljk); (jljk)gand, of course, by the normalizing equality h(;) = 0 (altogether by 15 inequalities). Werecall that the di�erences 4(mjK), K 6= N �m, are irrelevant. Next,j[fij]j =Mij [ f(kjij); (ljij); (ijjkl); (jjikl); (kjijl); (ljijk)gand �2fij(ij) = 1.For the rank function rN�m1 ; m 2 N , only one of the 15 inequalities is strict, namely4rN�m1 (mjN � m) = 1. The similar claim is trivial also for r1 with 4r1(ijj;) = 1 andfor r3 with 4r3(kljij) = 1. A bit more computation is needed for the rank functions ri1with 4ri1(klji) = 1 and rik1 with 4rik1 (jljk) = 1. The most tedious is the case of rk2 with4rk2(ijjl) = 1. The easiest way how to imagine these computations is, at least for us,to think about the conditional independences among the p{representations listed in theExample.We conclude that �2(ij), 4(ljijk), 4(kjijl), 4(jjikl), 4(ijjkl), 4(ijj;), 4(kljij),4(klji), 4(kljj), 4(jljk), 4(iljk), 4(jkjl), 4(ikjl), 4(ijjl) and 4(ijjk) are the coordi-nate functionals of the declared functions, respectively.7



Consequence 2. A relation L � j[fij]j; i; j 2 N distinct, is a semimatroid if and onlyif it satis�es (kjij) 2 L , f(kljij); (kjijl)g � L; k 2 N � ij; l = N � ijk:Proof. As 4(kjij) = 4(kljij) + 4(kjijl), every semimatroid clearly satis�es theabove two conditions. But, any semimatroid L is uniquely determined by its intersectionwith the class R0(N) = R(N) [ f(mjN � m); m 2 Ng, cf. [7]. If L � j[fij]j thenL\R0(N) = j[h]j \ R0(N) for the sum h of some of the functions from Lemma 3 and if Lalso satis�es the conditions then it is a semimatroid (L = j[h]j).Consequence 3. Let L1 � L2 � j[fij]j; i; j 2 N; i 6= j; be two semimatroids. If L2 isp{representable then L1 is p{representable, too.The next assertion is interesting on its own right.Lemma 4. The intersection of two di�erent cones H2ij is contained in the cone H2.The cone H is the disjoint union of H2 and the six cones fh 2 H; 2h(ij) < 0g.Proof. The �rst assertion follows from the identities (cf. masks 3 and 4)2(ij) +2(ik) = 4(ikjl) +4(kljj) +4(ijjl) +4(jljk);2(ij) +2(kl) = 4(ijjk) +4(ijjl) +4(klji) +4(kljj):Hence, any h 2 H�H2 violates exactly one Ingleton inequality.7. The remainder S� S2Let us denote byM(klj;)ij = f(klji); (kljj); (ijj;)g; M(jlj;)ij = f(klji); (jljk); (ijj;)g;M(ikjj)ij = f(ijjk); (ikjl); (kljj)g;M(ijjkl)ij = f(ijjk); (ijjl); (kljij)g and M(ikjjl)ij = f(ijjk); (ikjl); (kljij)gthe semimatroids (cf. Consequence 2) corresponding to the di�erences with the sign + inthe �ve masks of 2(ij), with i; j; k; l distinct. We shall also permute i$ j and k $ l inthese notations.Theorem 2. A semimatroid L is not Ingleton if and only if there are i; j 2 N distinctsuch that it is contained in j[fij]j and contains at least one of the 14 semimatroids M(�)ij ,where (�) is an element of R(N)�Mij (equivalently, if and only ifM(�)ij � L and (�) 62 Lfor at least one (�) ).Proof. If M(�)ij � L � j[fij]j; where (�) is a couple admissible in the upper indexposition, and L = j[h]j, h 2 H, then 2h(ij) = �4h(�) < 0 follows from the properlychosen mask. Thus, L 62 S2.Let L be a semimatroid that is not Ingleton. Using Lemma 3 we derive L � j[fij]j forsome i; j 2 N distinct. Let us suppose that L contains none of the relations M(�)ij . IfL = j[h]j, h 2 H, 2h(ij) < 0, then we consider the new function g = h+2h(ij)fij whichsatis�es, on account of Lemma 3, g 2 H2, 2g(ij) = 0 and also j[g]j \ j[fij]j = j[h]j. The8



incidence (�) 2 j[g]j for a couple (�) 2 R(N) � j[fij]j would imply M(�)ij � j[g]j and hencecontradict M(�)ij � j[h]j = L. The conclusion sounds that the semimatroids j[g]j and j[h]jcoincide on R0(N), whence j[g]j = L is Ingleton, i.e. again a contradiction.Consequence 4. A semimatroid L 2 P � S2 is irreducible in P if and only if it ismaximal in P� S2 with respect to the inclusion.Proof. If L 2 P � S2 is maximal in P � S2 and L = L1 \ L2 for some L1;L2 2 Pthen at least one of the semimatroids L1 and L2 is not Ingleton. But then it equals L.If L 2 P � S2 is not maximal, i.e. L � L1 2 P � S2 for some L1 6= L, then, byLemma 3, it is the intersection of an Ingleton semimatroid L2 2 P and L1. Choosingproperly i; j and (�) in Theorem 2 we get L � j[fij]j andM(�)ij � L � L2. From (�) 2 L2�Lwe conclude that L is not irreducible in P.Concluding, we summarize our results. For a four-element set we have reduced thep{representability problem to the question which semimatroids from S � S2 are p{representable. This question concerns semimatroids restricted byM(�)ij � L � j[fij]j, wherei; j 2 N are �xed and distinct, and where (�) 2 f(klj;); (jlj;); (ikjj); (ijjkl); (ikjjl)g.Modulo permutations this is, roughly speaking, a reduction to less than 5 � 211 cases. Inthe next paper we promise a reduction of the problem by purely probabilistic methods toless than 3 � 25 cases.The �nal aim would be to complete the list from the Example by the P{irreducibletypes which are not Ingleton. Having the extended list, any p{representable relation couldbe obtained by means of permutations and intersections.
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